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Brookhouse, the leading gas training centre, supports Ravenheat boilers 

Brookhouse Training based near Bradford, Yorkshire - the UK's leading gas, plumbing, 

electrical, training and assessment specialists - has demonstrated its support for boiler 

manufacturer, Ravenheat, by equipping its state-of-the-heart training facilities with a range of 

Ravenheat and White Heat branded boilers.  

Providing the latest Managed Learning Programme in gas through its purpose-built training 

centre, Brookhouse offers would-be installers practical learning through hands-on training. 

Supporting this, the centre has installed working models from Ravenheat’s current line-up, 

including both system and combi models.  

 

James McConnell, Director at Brookhouse explains: “Brookhouse is one of the leading 

training centres in the UK, offering gas courses that have been designed, tried and tested by 

our industry experienced trainers, but also with our customers in mind. Hence, it makes 

sense to support our learning programmes with the very best that technology has to offer. 

 

“Ravenheat boilers not only come complete with the company’s tried and trusted 

technologies, they fly the flag for energy efficiency, and together with their superior solid 

brass components, they are perfect for hands on repeat training for both novice and 

experienced installers,” adds James. 
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Managing Director, Louis Pickersgill, comments: “What better way to be trained than to 

experience the workings of Ravenheat’s superior line-up of boilers? Our new White Heat 

range in particular represents the next generation of affordable high efficiency combination 

and system boilers, and trainee installers are able to appreciate at first hand the quality 

training and the reliability for which the Ravenheat brand is recognised.” 

Brookhouse Training is renowned for introducing trainee gas engineers to real world working 

environments through practical training and guaranteed work placements in industry. It is the 

UK’s only training company to have been granted Gold Status by the sector skills council, 

Utility & Skills, for its Managed Learning Programme (MLP) in gas training.  

For further information on Brookhouse Training, visit www.brookhousetraining.com For 

further information on the Ravenheat collection, visit www.ravenheat.co.uk or call 0113 252 

7007. 
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Photo-caption: 

Brookhouse Training has equipped its state-of-the-heart 
training facilities near Bradford, Yorkshire,  with a range of 
Ravenheat and White Heat branded boilers. 
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